
Title: Can you guess the CH2M HILL sustainability leader? 
 
Lead-in: The opportunity to win an all-expenses-paid trip to the Amazon Rainforest brought some 
stunning employee accomplishments and talents to the forefront. Can you identify your colleagues in 
this short quiz? 
 
Body: 
 
At least 30 employees submitted applications for the Corporate Eco Forum’s Member Challenge 2011. 
Five sustainability leaders will travel to the Amazon Rainforest with renowned ecologist Dr. Thomas 
Lovejoy. The applications contained fascinating information about what inspired people to pursue a 
career in sustainability. Can you guess the employees? (Answers at the bottom.) 
 

1. Helped Costa Rica and Papua New Guinea draft UN policy on reducing emissions from 
deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries 

2. Delights in crossing boundaries in career and volunteer life, such as working to restore deer 
habitat alongside fleece-wearing environmentalists and camo-clad hunters 

3. Became interested in sustainability after living in some of the poorest countries on earth and 
doing volunteer work on cooperative projects in Africa and India 

4. Inspired by an influential teacher, now gives sustainability and engineering presentations to high 
school and college students 

5. Visited Amazon while performing technical and financial due diligence for the Prototype Carbon 
Fund of the World Bank 

6. Has worked as guide, scientist, and educator across multiple ecosystems throughout Americas, 
South Pacific, and Caribbean 

7. Customized a major to examine environmental issues in regulatory and socioeconomic contexts; 
led to immersion in Costa Rica, semester abroad in Panama, and internship in Kenya 

8. Began sustainability journey by delving into the environmental influence of the chemical plant 
corridor along the Mississippi River, linking Baton Rouge and New Orleans–dubbed Cancer Alley  

9. Inspired to become a civil engineer by taking environmental issues class at Stanford with 
biologist Paul Ehrlich 

10. Growing up on family farm around logging shaped understanding of resources and importance 
of sustainability 

11. Led university biodiesel student group, implementing workshops on generating fuel from waste 
vegetable oil; wrote curriculum to teach students about renewable energy 

12. Growing up the child of a forester, believes that working towards a sustainable planet is 
everyone’s obligation, not just a goal; installed a geothermal system and  a 7.2-KW solar energy 
project to create fully sustainable home 

13. Learned about seasonal water shortages, power outages, and other developing world challenges 
while living on a Caribbean island as a child 

https://www.int.ch2m.com/webuploads/newsgenerator/portal/bulletins/por_bul_547_1215-17180%60a.asp


14. Became passionate about scarcity of clean water while living in Uganda, so developed 
innovative bicycle water treatment system for use in developing countries; received President’s 
Volunteer Service Award from President Barack Obama in 2010 

15. Remembers reading an article as a child about lifecycle of bacterial colonies and how the growth 
phase transitions into decline with accumulation of waste; led to thinking about human 
population growth, drain on resources, and impact on natural systems from human-made 
structures 

16. Participated in firm’s first sustainability framework planning process;  wants to guide U.S. 
military in partnering with other countries to pursue net zero installations that create the 
renewable energy they consume 

17. Became aware of need for environmental stewardship and sustainability in the most peculiar of 
places –the back of a taxi in Lima, Perú  

18. Readily embraces the idea of turning the concept of “saving our planet” into something that can 
be personally rewarding as well as fiscally profitable 

 
1. Akima Cornell/BAO; 2. Brandy Wilson/BOI; 3. Claudia Solaini/MIL; 4. Craig Lang/BLI; 5. Daniela Brandao/WDC; 6. David Fornander/BOI; 7. 
Emily Martin/CHI; 8. Joshua Joseph/BTR; 9. Kasey Hurlbutt/PDX; 10. Katherine Lindler/HRO; 11. Melissa Mora/DEN; 12. Mike Paddock/WKH; 13. 
Nate Monosoff/PDX; 14. Paul Berg/CVO; 15. Raj Augustinraj/ORL; 16. Robert Coker/ATL; 17. Sarah Nell Compton; 18. Steph Stoppenhagen/PDX 


